
 

 
 
 
 
Executive member feedback May 2019 
 
 

Health and Well-Being 
 
ICS (Integrated Care System) Listening Event: Discovery Museum , Newcastle 13/2/19 
This was the third of 4 events in the region on the new ICS the others being, Teeside and 
Sunderland, this was for our ICP, (Integrated Care Partnership, which is G/hd, N/cle, 
N.Tyneside, and N/berland) I had got an invite through, VONNE(Voluntary Organisations 
North East), and there were few VCS people on the list. The final meeting is a round up and 
feedback March20th, This was billed as a “listening event ” to develop integration, it wasn`t. 
We sat in rows and listened to four senior NHS staff  from 9.30 to nearly 2 pm. They were 
really talking to the wider NHS, and it showed how complex the NHS is, getting all the 
various bits to face the same way is a major task, so the energy to relate to the outside is 
very small. It was a depressing as well as disappointing example of how far the NHS has got 
to travel to behave differently. 
 
Health and Wellbeing Board 14th Feb 2019 
 The major issue was the 10 year plan.  Siobhan Brown introduced it and showed how 
closely it aligned with the goals of the Board, which is true. So it may be a useful boost to 
changes and funding, it also identifies the VCS  as a partner for future working, and 
promotes, via a focus on Prevention ,the development of Social Prescribing, which are 
opportunities for the sector. Whilst  Ageing Well is a goal, a lot will need to await the Green 
paper on Adult Social Care, for without that we are looking at only half the picture. 
There was a small group set up to look at the future use of the Engagement and 
Communication sub group. 
 
Health and Wellbeing Board  11th April 2019 
This was a very positive meeting. The tone was set by the major report on the Local System 
review which  was open, honest and not at all defensive. The County is doing a lot right in 
terms of integrated provision and the confidence in that has allowed them to really be open 
about the difficulties also faced. I warmly recommended the report for this approach and for 
the methodology used. Some of the examples given re the care and treatment of very frail 
patients goes back to the need for mature conversations with families and the need to 
consider “Realistic Medicine”. 
The paper on health protection again raised the concern of reducing numbers in terms of 
immunisation. Amongst elderly people the numbers are staying the same despite an 
increasing elderly population , so the % of those immunised is decreasing. Could we as a 
sector offer support to reach the hard to reach? I made the offer for the sector to be engaged 
in this. 
Siobhan O`Neil had spoken to Liz Morgan before the meeting about the sector also 
presenting a paper on what the sector can offer and needs in order to support the Boards 
approach. So many thanks to Siobhan for this, as Liz put it forward for the work plan and 
spoke in support, and the members endorsed this. So we need to put this on the agenda of 
the Exec. In order to make sure we engage the whole of the membership in presenting 
ourselves to members and officers of the council and the CCG and making the most of the 
opportunity. 



 
VCS Support Services Commission 
 
North of Tyne Combined Authority/VCS Meeting  9th May 2019 
Following the VCSE/Sector Engagement event held in Alnwick on 14th March 2019, a follow 
up meeting was held on 9th May with Newcastle CVS, VODA, and VONNE  
 
Attended by Jackie Laughton and other officers from the local authorities, discussions took 
place about the events and follow up actions.  The newly elected Mayor, Jamie Driscoll 
introduced himself, and said that although he had only been in post for two days, he 
recognised the value of the VCS and the contribution it makes to the local economy.  He 
promised to deliver on all his manifesto promises including seeing the growth of co-
operatives. 
 
There is a level of understanding of the VCS and its strengths in engaging with the 
community and that this was a key part of a growing economy.  There is recognition that the 
VCS has to be an integral part of what is delivered particularly around some of the areas 
already identified by the VCS including;- 
 

 Young People * Rurality issues * Cabinet Representation 

 Involvement smaller community groups * Scrutiny 

 Poverty & deprivation   * VCS Ambassador 

 Environmental issues 
 
The Mayor’s manifesto identifies the development of community journalism to share what is 
happening locally, and discussion took place around how we bring the manifesto “to life”  
 
The role of Ambassadors was discussed with an emphasis on being a voice FOR the sector 
and the possibility of having 3 ambassadors from the three local authority areas. 
 
Future engagement with the sector needs to be thought about including how we engage with 
young people and the area of engagement.  We need to consider digital engagement 
alongside more traditional methods. 
 
Investment decisions will be made by the Cabinet, who will set priorities and go out to 
commission.  Commissions will be seen by technical officers to ensure they comply with 
guidance, but the cabinet will make the final decision on where investment is made.  The 
Cabinet is made up of the Mayor and the three leaders/mayor from the local authority areas, 
with one vote each.  Cabinet  is  overseen by a Scrutiny Committee. 
 
It was agreed a “Partnership Agreement/Accord” should be developed.  Lisa Goodwin 
(VONNE) will work with the NTCA on a draft to be shared with the VCS for comment.  The 
agreement needs to ensure that it is fit for purpose and “getting things right for VCS 
involvement.” 
 
A suggestion for a joint session with the LIO’s and new mayor be arranged to discuss how 
VCS operates throughout the three regions. 
 
Empowering People and Communities – Last meeting cancelled, but discussions are 
ongoing about the role of the VCS in delivering Social Prescribing, and the level of Quality 
assurance required to ensure those providing services are operating safely and legally.   The 
Locality Co-ordinator’s future role was discussed and this is still not clear, whether their role 
is as a connector or a community development role.  I have raised concerns separately with 



Dr Jim Brown about this as well as the management of micro grants to community groups. 
 
MECC (making every contact count)  
Issues for VCS- want to promote MECC in the community - MECC promotion week, will let 
us know  advice/support needed. MECC training to be raised in the e-bulletin. Thought 
maybe that organisations receiving Health Checks and interested in Social Prescribing could 
be encouraged to undertake MECC training. Have suggest to Andrew Colvin in e-mail that 
he attends SE Network meeting to promote the MECC training to encourage take up from 
the VCS  
Discussion around Train the Trainer Training. Informed that I did not see that in the VCS 
there was the capacity or willingness for someone to train and then train others. The only 
organisation that might be willing is Citizens Advice Northumberland or Age UK. 
 
Northumberland Social Prescribing Steering Group 
The objectives of this group is to support the primary care networks in the development of 
and recruitment to social prescribing link worker roles, local point of contact for NHS  
England, NE Social Prescribing Network and other stakeholders, map existing components 
of social prescribing in Northumberland, develop processes of quality assurance of 
community organisations receiving social prescriptions, develop systems to monitor/evaluate 
social prescribing and influence change in frontline staff.  Current elements of social 
prescribing in Northumberland include the Care Navigators, Support Planners, Health 
trainers and locality co-ordinators as well as the additional social prescribing that happens 
through the VCS.  The development of the new Link Worker roles do not need to sit with the 
PCN (Primary Care Networks), however, there is only funding available for their salary and 
no on-costs, so employment by the VCS could be limited.  Representative from the VCS 
(Myself, Siobhan O Neill and Abi Conway) discussed investment into the VCS to be able to 
deliver social prescribing ensuring sustainability in order to cope with additional referrals 
through this new service.  A Local Shared Plan for Social Prescribing needs to be developed 
– Siobhan and myself have agreed to sit on the sub group to ensure it is reflective of the 
needs of the VCS. 
 
VCS Commission 
 
Awarded to Northumberland CVA  in February, with signing off of contract in March, the 
specification took into account the key findings of the sector consultation in 2018 but 
designed it to require a more strategic approach to ensure we are responsive to the 
changing local and wider context in which we operate, particularly with regard to the 
opportunities through the North of Tyne Combined Authority Inclusive Growth ambitions, and 
the UK Shared Prosperity Fund (successor to ESiF)  The aim is to position the sector to be 
in a stronger position in two years time, to be more responsive to new funding landscapes.  
The strategic aim remains “To maintain the continued development of a vibrant, independent 
and sustainable sector that will work in partnership with NCC and other partners to ensure 
the best outcomes for individuals and communities of place, interest and identity including” 

 Support VCS capacity to operate safely and legally 

 Improve the confidence and ability of VCS to secure funding 

 Ensure communications across all sectors keep organisations informed of key issues 
and opportunities 

 Manage the VCS Assembly 
 
Myself and Joe have met with Kevin Higgins and Janice Rose to discuss the Workstream 
developments over the next two years and how these can link to VCS Liaison Group 
meetings.  There is expectation that there will be representation from the VCS and from the 
Public Sector.   Work on particular themes include;- Financial Wellbeing, Health & Wellbeing, 



Community Spaces and Places, Children and Young People, Digital Transformation and 
Employment and Inclusion.  Remit of the groups have been discussed, but terms of 
reference need developed for each workstream as well as commitment from those VCS 
organisations to participate in the workstreams.   
 
NCC are committed to supporting the sector to grow, develop and be more sustainable.  This 
includes ensuring the BBO programme works alongside the commission to fully maximise 
resource for capacity building in the sector.    
 A meeting to bring potential partners together, to look at future partnership working is 
arranged for 14th May. 
 
iNorthumberland 
Working with Sylvia Pringle from NCC we will be exploring how we can encourage the sector 
to build their confidence and skills in using online services and information to benefit both 
economically and socially from being part of a well-connected county 
 

 


